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Let G be a locally compact abelian group, and let R be an open relatively compact subset of 
positive Haar measure. Let /l be a subset of the dual group d such that the restriction to R of i.(.) 
for LEA constitute an orthonormal basis for L,(R) with normalized measure. We sho\r that the 
pair R,A can be characterized completely in terms of group theory and the geometry of 
fundamental domains for discrete subgroups. Proofs are only sketched. The relationship to 
partial differential operators is pointed out. 
1. As in the abstract above, G denotes a, generally non-compact, locally compact 
abelian group with Haar measure m, and dual group G. Back ground references are 
[3,9]. We consider an open relatively compact subset R C G, 0 < m(Q), and let L,(Q) 
be the corresponding Hilbert space constructed from the normalized measure: 
(u, 0) = m(Q)-’ 
I 
#(x)0(x) dm(x), u, o E L,(Q). 
R 
Let /1 be a subset of G and assume that the functions {A(-): A ~/f }, when restricted 
to s2, form an orthonormal basis for LZ(s2). We say that the pair Q,/i is a spectral 
pair; it follows from the assumptions that n is necessarily discrete; and we have the 
generalized Fourier series for functions u in L#2): U= En ti(1)1(-) where 
Z(1) = (u, A). Let eA be the restriction to Q of A(.), as a function on G. Then, clearly, 
there is a unique strongly continuous unitary representation U of G on Lz(R) such 
that U,eA = I(t)eA for t E G, L e/1, and /i is the spectrum of this representation. 
2. If QC IR” is open, Oc m(Q)< a, then Fuglede showed in [3] that the infinitesimal 
generators Hi, . . . , H,, of the unitary representation CJ form a commuting family of 
self-adjoint extensions of the differential operators i(8/L3xk), 15 kr n, regarded as 
symmetric operators in L*(Q) with domain Cem(s;F). With an added regularity 
assumption on Q (Nikodym region) he also showed that every commuting family of 
selfadjoint extensions gives rise to a unique spectral pair Q,/l where _4 is the joint 
spectrum. 
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3. In recent papers [5,6] we obtained a complete characterization of spectral pairs 
R,/f in R”. This note arises from the observation that the spectral theoretic 
components of the problem are independent of the special structure of II?“. 
Moreover, restrictive and technical side assumptions were imposed in earlier work, 
so the present results are stronger even for the special case G = R”. We sketch here, 
in the abstract setting, how the technical side conditions can be seen to be auto- 
matically satisfied. Complete details will be published elsewhere. 
4. Let I?,/1 be an arbitrary spectral pair, and consider the following pair of 
subgroups KCA of G defined as follows: 
K= {f E G: the function n-A(r) is constant on /1}, 
A = {t E G: U, implements an automorphism 
of the L,(R)-multiplication algebra}. 
For lee/l we may consider instead n -A,, so that, without loss of generality, the 
added condition OE/~ may be assumed. In this special case (OE/~) we have 
K=AO={f~G:~(f)=l,I~A) 
and 
A = {I E G: cl, acts multiplicatively). 
Moreover, the maximal covariant subalgebra ., 1 of the L”(Q)-multiplication 
algebra // is then given by 
. I = (f~. //: U,(fu) = U,(f)U,(u), t E G, u EL,}. 
If a,= U,- U,* denotes the corresponding automorphism of _ I, then it is well known 
[l] that the corresponding spectrum S is a subgroup of 6. A direct calculation shows 
that S= {cr~n: a+/l CA,/1 -aCA}. Finally, we set 
D=S”={r~G:o(f)=l,o~S). 
Theorem. Let Q, A be a spectral pair with 0+ Q(cG) open and relatively compact. 
Then one of the following two cases musf occur: 
(i) A = G, and A is a cosef of a discrete subgroup A, with G/A, compacf. 
Moreover Q is equivalenf to a fundamental domain for fhe subgroup A:. 
(ii) A #G. In this case KcA c D, D is discrefe, and both of rhe quofienf groups 
D/A and A/K are finite. There are finife sets of representatives Rn, Rr, and Ro, 
each containing 0, R,, for A/K in K”, Ro for A/K in A, and Rr for D/A in D. There 
is a fundamental domain 9 for D in G such fhaf: (a) Q = u { ~7 + a: a E Ro) disjoint 
union after correction on a null set, (b) A is a translate of S@ R,+, and (c) Q is a 
direct summand with translation set r= K@ R r. 
5. Proof sketch. Case (i) follows directly from known results and we refer the 
reader to [3,5] for details. As for case (ii), we assume A # G, and begin by showing 
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that K must necessarily be discrete. 
The following three lemmas apply: 
(A) Let x, t E G. Assume that the points x and x+ t both belong to Q. Let W be a 
neighbourhood of x such that W U ( W + t) c Q. Then for any u E L’(Q), we have the 
identity 
U,u(.) = u(. + t) almost surely in W, 
(i.e. everywhere on W after correction on a set of zero Haar measure). 
(1) 
(B) Let C be the Cartesian product T*” of functions from n to the circle group 
{lz/=f}. Thencp(f)=(A(t))i.,t defines a homomorphism of G into C, and there is a 
null subset NC 0 such that the restriction of cp to a\N is 1 - 1. 
(C) The translates of Q by elements in K overlap on subsets of zero measure. 
Comments on proofs for (A) through (C): 
(A): Since eA is the restriction of I to the subset R, we have (/,e>.(x) =A(f)eL(x) = 
A( = A(x+ f). If it is further known that x+ f E !i?, then ,I(x+ f) =eA(x+ f). By 
linearity we get U,u(x) = u(x+ f) for all u E span{ej.}. For u E L2(.Q), we have 
U,u= 1 A(f)ri(A)ei. 
Aen 
(2) 
The convergence is in mean of order two on 52, and we may approximate U,u 
pointwise (a.s.) with finite partial sums of the series on the right hand side of (2). 
Since U,uJ=uJ(. + f), everywhere on W for the approximating functions 
uJEspan{eiI, (UJ -‘u), we get the identity (l), a.s. on W, in the limit. 
Suppose W fl( W+ 1) = 0. Then we have the following immediate corollary: 
Any continuous function u on 0, supported in W, and satisfying U,u = u, must 
necessarily be u = 0. 
Proof: Clearly u(. + f)zl= 0. Hence, 
1 
u(x + f)u(x) dx = (U,u, u) = (u, u) = /I u 11 &(Q) = 0, 
“R 
and it follows that u = 0. 
(B): May be derived from a result in ergodic theory [4, Lemma 71, and we also 
refer to [5] for further details. 
(C): May be generalized directly from [5, 931, or with some modifications from 
[3, &I. 
We sketch the details below for the readers’ convenience. Assume y E K\{O). 
Set E=QfI(!Z-y), and F=E\(E+y). Then we have FU(F+y)CR, and 
Ffl(F+ y) =0. Define u=xF (the indicator function of the subset F). By (A) then, 
u(+ + y) = U,u = u (locally a.s.). But this can only happen if u =0 (a.s.), or 
equivalently m(E) = 0. 
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We finally note that (A) implies discreteness of K by the corollary to (A); and that 
(B) implies compactness of the quotient G/K (since the closure of the image of rp in 
C is compact by Tychonoff). It follows by the third lemma (C) that some funda- 
mental domain d for K in G exists satisfying R c 4, again after correction on a null 
set. 
6. By the construction of D we note the existence of an isomorphism 
rt : f.,(G/D)+. I given as follows n-‘(f) = h, f E. I, where h(f) = Q(f)&,) and x0 is 
suitable chosen (fixed) point in Q. (The reader is refered to [lo, Theorem 21 for 
details.) We therefore have an imprimitivity system G,D,. f,L2(Q), U, n in the sense 
of Mackey [7], i.e. 
Ursr(f)L’,* = n(f(. + l)), t E G, f~ L(G/D), 
and it follows that U is induced from a multiplicity-free representation L of the 
closed subgroup D. Hence a decomposition of L will induce a decomposition of U 
by general theory [7]. 
7. By construction A/K acts as a group of automorphisms [l] of the W*-algebra 
k’ -L,(Q). Under this action . //, (and therefore, by lemma (A), Q) decomposes 
according to the dual group (A/K)-, which by Pontryagin [9] is K”/Ao, and 
therefore, by compactness of G/K, discrete. It follows by an application of lemma 
(A) that Q is a translate of Ir + Rn where 9 and RQ are as in the statement of the 
theorem. Moreover the sets 9 + a, aE Rn, overlap on sets of zero measure. Finite- 
ness of RQ- A/K follows by translation invariance of Haar measure. The choice of 
representers RQ in A is possible by self-duality for finite groups [2], viz. A/K. 
Consider the measure f *(n(f)u, u) for fixed u, DE C(Q). A direct calculation 
gives 
where 




h,,(x)= C uo(x+a). 
UER, 
By [8, eqs. (4)-(6)] and inner product is defined on 
V= C(Q)/{ u: u(a) = 0 for all a E Rn} 
by (u, c)=h,,,(O), and the representation space of L is the completion of V in this 
Hilbert space inner product. This argument shows that V is in fact finite- 
dimensional, dim V= #(RD) = (A : K). The two isomorphic commutant algebras 
[7,8] (V, n)’ and (L)’ may be computed directly, the first one being isomorphic to the 
functions w on /i satisfying w(I. + o) = t&L), 1 ~/i, cr E S; while the algebra (L)’ is 
isomorphic to the functions on Rn- A/K. 
8. By construction ,I -L&G/D) is the spectral subspace corresponding to the 
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identity element in (A/K)- under the action of A/K on N. Hence &fr/,*=f for 
f e. 1. Applying this to n(e,) = f, Q ES, we get a(a) = 1, which is to say 4 E So = D. 
Since KC D and Ro@ K = A, the inclusion A CD follows. 
The group D/K may now be considered: (i) a finite set R of representatives may 
be chosen, (ii) 9 @R = d where 9 is a fundamental domain for D obtained from 
the decomposition of $2 in Section 7, and (iii) a is the fundamental domain for K, 
chosen in Section 5 such that Szcfi. Since K@R *=A, a set of representatives Rr 
for D/A in D may be chosen such that R =R&RP. If r= K+ Rr we therefore 
haveQ@r=B@Rn@K@Rr=P@A@Rr=li@D=G. 
9. Let A4 be the finite square matrix with entries {,~(a)}~~~~,~~~~. Then totality of 
the family of functions {en: I ~/i} cLz(Q), /i =S+ R,, can be shown to be 
equivalent to the condition, det(M) # 0. This is a block Vandermonde determinant, 
so it follows by totality of {eA),, that the inhomogeneous part R, must be a fuil set 
of representatives. 
Since A/K is finite we may choose representatives for XE (A/K)- in A (finite 
groups are self-dual). Since A c K” the identity CUERQ (Q - Q’)(U) = 0 for Q # e’ in Rn 
follows from the assumed orthogonality of {ek},,. The fullness of the set RQ of re- 
presentatives, in turn, follows from this and a well known result on finite groups (21. 
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